Lenovo Go
Tech Accessories Organizer
Storage and protect. For remote workers.
Why choose the Lenovo Go Tech Accessories Organizer?

**Portable compact protection**
The Lenovo Go Tech Accessories Organizer is slim enough to fit in your bag and light enough to take on the go. Protecting your devices is effortless, too, thanks to the internal compression-molded compartments and splash-proof zippers.

**Dedicated storage compartments**
Inside the Lenovo Go Tech Accessories Organizer, everything has a place. You’ll find compartments for your phone, mouse, power bank, and other essentials organized and easy to access.

**Sleek minimalist design**
More than just a case, the Lenovo Go Tech Accessories Organizer matches your other devices' classic Lenovo aesthetic. With 270° easy-access zips and key holders, you’ll look the part and be ready for anything.

**Storage and protect. For remote workers.**
The Lenovo Go Tech Accessories Organizer is a multi-device carry case like no other. Inside its compact, modern exterior, you’ll find storage for your go-to accessories such as your smartphone, notepad, pens, earbuds, mouse, and more, making it effortless to protect and transport your essentials.
Specifications

**Performance**

**Material Contents**
- **Shell**: Jintex 300D RPET #JYS253 in Dark Grey
- **Lining**: 150D in Grey

**Percentage of Recycled PET per Bag**: 8.7%
Contains the equivalent of approximately 4 recycled plastic bottles

**Design**

- **Exterior Dimension (W x D x H)**
  - **mm**: 295 x 56 x 215
  - **inches**: 11.61" x 2.2" x 8.46"

- **Weight**: Starting at 0.49 kg (1.08 lbs)

- **Internal Compartment**
  - Mouse Pocket
  - Phone Pocket
  - Charger Pocket
  - Mesh Zip Pocket
  - Notepad Pocket

- **Color**: Dark Grey

**Information**

- **Warranty**: Limited Lifetime

- **Ship Group (What’s in the Box)**
  - Lenovo Go Tech Accessories Organizer
  - Hang Tag
  - Poly Bag
  - Warranty Poster

- **Part Number (PN)**
  - 4X41E40077
  - GX41G97371
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